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Introducing the newest addition to the Micro Cat
family, the Fat Cat.

The Fat Cat is designed for use with stick micro-
phones in ENG and other interview situations in
windy conditions that would usually cause audio
problems.

Handmade from a fuzzy outer layer plus two addi-
tional inner layers of open weave fabric, the Fat
Cat effectively stops wind from reaching the micro-

phone to substantially reduce wind noise while remaining sonically transparent.  The
elastic opening easily fits over most stick microphones with diameters up to 5 cm.
These can include the ElectroVoice RE-50, AKG D230, and others.  For smaller diameter
microphones, such as the Schoeps CMC6/MK41, AKG Blueline, and the Sennheiser
MKH50, the Fat Cat can be placed over a foam windscreen for a secure fit.

The Fat Cat is available in black or a neutral gray color that matches the professional
attire worn by news anchors.

Fat Cat Price: $68 each
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The Micro Cat miniature windscreen allows the use of
lavaliere microphones in windy conditions that would
otherwise cause serious audio problems.  Hand-made
from a fuzzy outer layer plus two additional inner layers
of open weave fabric, the Micro Cat very effectively
stops wind from reaching the microphone to substan-
tially reduce wind noise while remaining sonically trans-
parent. The elastic opening easily fits over most lav mi-
crophones with diameters of up to 12mm.

When used with narrow microphones such as the
Sanken COS-11, the microphone’s normal mesh wind-

screen is used inside the Micro Cat for a secure fit. Even the tiny Countryman B-6 works well in the
Micro Cat when combined with the microphone’s foam ball.

Because of the increased potential for clothing noise when concealed, the Micro Cat
is best used outside the clothing, fully exposed. For long wide shots that are some-
times the reason for needing a wireless lav microphone in the first place, a neutral
gray Micro Cat can often go completely unnoticed.

The Micro Cat  is available in pairs of Black, Gray, Tan and White.  (The supplied
miniature screwdrivers are a convenient way of storing the Micro Cat, aiding in find-
ing the opening and keeping them from blowing away during those windy shoots!)

Micro Cat Price: $50/pair.


